BROADCAST ASIDE
The schools are not oblivious to all this. The big
ones began diversifying their curricula long ago,
first into audio postproduction classes, then adding
video and in some cases developing elaborate live
sound and production capabilities, filmmaking, game
development and other digital media pursuits. That
diversified the range of options for students, but
as Variety continues to chronicle the closures of
Hollywood post houses, as Final Cut Pro moves
film and video post into the same kind of laptop
paradigm that music has experienced, as film labs
close because directors now get their dailies on
digital, as the video game business watched its sales
drop 8% in 2009, and as PollStar reports that 2010’s
concert grosses were off by 15%, these avenues start
to resemble the same kind of career rabbit holes that
music recording has disappeared down. The fact that
both Full Sail and SAE have recently instituted digital
media journalism courses suggests that this message
has become clear in the media education business’
executive suites.
In the face of a drastically changing entertainment
technology jobs market, a lot of the education
industry’s future rests on how much romance can
still be wrought out of the idea of a career in music
production, as well as how diverse the schools can
make their course offerings and still stay within
the parameters of media technology. I mean, the
consistency of career prospects for an MRI technician
are probably pretty good compared with those for
a recording engineer, but it’s a stretch to think Full
Sail or SAE will move into healthcare training. What
they have added, though, suggests where the sector
will have to look to prosper. Online course offerings
from at least a couple of major media schools now
include bachelors (and in at least one case, masters)
degrees in creative writing and sports marketing,
as well as internet marketing and education media
design. These are areas that have potential for job
growth, and one could easily exchange Jerry McGuire
with Jay-Z as an aspirational icon in brochures. But
once the schools leave their core competency areas,
they’re playing in a much bigger space with very
worthy adversaries — GradSchools.com lists over
325 accredited masters and doctoral programmes in
creative writing, including institutions like Seton Hall,
Trinity College and Emerson College. Take it from one
who knows, the job prospects for an MFA graduate
in creative writing may be as limited as for those with
associates degrees in music production, but if one is
to choose the former, the possibilities as to where to
go to school are considerably wider and deeper.
The sale of SAE Institute doesn’t portend the
end of the media arts education sector; in fact,
reinvestment in the infrastructure is still rather robust:
Full Sail recently opened its massive new 2.2-acre
Gateway technology building last summer, around
the same time that SAE announced a new campus for
Belgrade, Serbia, and the aforementioned NYU music
technology programme’s recording studio cost $6.5
million – when was the last time you saw that kind of
money going into a music facility? It’s hardly the end
of an industry, but it is the end of an era, a turning
point that perhaps suggests that the sustainability
of the sector itself may soon become about as stable
as many of the core industries it was developed to
serve have become. Don’t be surprised to see more
structural movement in the education sector in the
next year or so, the same sort of M&A activity that
usually accompanies these kinds of industry sector
sea changes. SAE and those institutions in its league
have been wizards at figuring out how to grow their
business. It’ll be interesting to watch where they go
from here. In fact, it’ll be an education. n
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A brave, new world… iSound?
DENNIS BAXTER ponders the implications of broadcasting to a gadget-armed audience.

O

n Christmas morning, I unwrapped my
newest electronic gadget: an Apple iPad.
My wife grinned — she’s the one who has
always owned the latest Mac computers. It
is a wonderful computer. Powerful, capable, wireless.
But it’s just another example of how personal electronic
equipment is forcing old school television and radio
broadcasters to decide how they plan to participate in
a brave, new world. I believe that in the future most
broadcast programming will be ‘on-demand’ or user
programmable, except for time-sensitive events such
as sports and news. For example, sports networks
such as Sky and ESPN, have already proved the allsports model works. In fact, sports television has led
the way with high definition and 3D production.
And it’s a worthy effort. Sporting events create
an atmosphere and enthusiasm that is conducive to
various levels of enjoyment and experience. From
the local pub and sports bar, where you share the
ambient entertainment experience with your mates, to
HD and 3D systems where you are immersed in the
experience — sports fans are drawn to an entertaining
experience.
Electronic entertainment offers content over a
wide range of deliverable options and this clearly has
changed the consumer experience. Mobile devices,
such as the iPad and iPhone, have only begun
to unleash the next generation of entertainment
possibilities.
New wireless devices such as speakers, headsets,
remote controls and other interface gadgets will
completely change the home entertainment experience.
Wireless home equipment allows the consumer to
choose the location/space and depth of the entertainment
experience. This allows the viewer to completely
personalise the experience visually and aurally.
For example, perfect 5.1 surround speaker
placement is almost impossible for most home
entertainment spaces. But networked wireless
speaker arrays are a great solution for challenging
acoustic reproduction spaces. Wireless speaker
arrays can personalise the sound experience and
resolution

make dimensional monitoring possible in many
environments. Imagine placing an array of mini
speakers around your living room and having them
auto calibrate to deliver a correlated dimensional
soundfield.
Not only will innovative speaker systems deliver
the aural experience but DSP can be used to control
the parameters of the experience or even create unique
acoustic zones in a space. Sound enhancement and
acoustic simulation has been found in entertainment
systems for years and DSP audio designers are capable
of advanced sound modelling and circuit simulation.
Additionally, DSP offers unlimited aural adjustments
and user control that is essentially creating an
extension of the entertainment experience. We know
that sound is subjective and the desired balance and
details of a soundmix are individual, and if given
a choice, most people will tweak the sound to their
preference.
It seems as though 3D glasses of some sort or
and personal monitoring devices will be necessary
to properly replicate 3D. Think beyond glasses and
imagine a personal viewing and listening head-band
that is integrated into a single device. Localising the
entire experience around your head may solve some
of the replication issues and break down the objection
to wearing glasses — think DEVO hat.
Now add wireless remote operation from your iPad
and the experience is complete. The iPad’s computer,
touchscreen capabilities and a seemingly endless army
of Mac programmers writing an ‘app for that’ virtually
guarantees a personalised entertainment experience
you can take with you whenever and wherever
you go. And the built-in microphone localises and
triangulates the speaker delivery. Think iSound!
Enhanced sound and picture is integral to the
television experience, however the debate on proper
sound design and surround orientation is far from
over. TV adopted the 5.1 surround format from
the film industry, but as a practitioner, I am not
convinced that 5.1 works for television. The sound
of sports is evolving with much discussion about
spatial orientation, use of the surround speakers for
effects and use of the LFE. The 5.1 orientation is not
necessarily the desired or proper norm for all viewers.
Surround perspective and orientation is what a sound
designer intends for you to hear. Consider that this
may not necessarily be a better personal experience
for all viewers — so why not empower the consumer
to choose their own level of experience?
As audio professionals, we will continue to produce
six channels or more of audio. The audio stems will
continue to be the sonic foundation for many formats:
5.1 film surround, enhanced surround, enhanced
stereo and stereo. Metadata will be used more and
more to deliver creative and artistic interpretation from
the sound designer, but the consumer will be able to
select and audition the preferred reproduction.
It’s becoming a brave new world for the content
consumer: DSP offers individualised user control and
interaction and wireless delivers the entertainment
experience — without boundaries — to those who
have the newest and shiniest electronic gadgetry. But
it’s also becoming a realistic frontier for those of us
who practice the art and science of broadcasting. We
have the challenge –- and the opportunity — to create
a world of individualised, experiential sound that is
unlike anything heard before. n
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